Do you want to be able to perform and document internal inspections easily, quickly, and at any time?

The new smartphone adapter from KARL STORZ allows you to easily document endoscopic images on a smartphone. In combination with KARL STORZ scopes, the SMART SCOPE ensures excellent image quality, at an affordable price.

Pictures and videos are easily transmitted to the computer via your smartphone’s data transfer system. The SMART SCOPE can be adapted to every standard eyepiece and is compatible with various smartphone models. This easy handling ensures flexibility in every situation.
Plug & Play

Ready for use anywhere and anytime

Data recording and transmission

Knowledge sharing and consultation

Compatible with standard eyepieces and various smartphones
Individual Parts

20 2880 01  SMART SCOPE Smartphone Adaptor, for coupling a smartphone camera to an endoscope, for straightforward documentation of endoscopic images or videos on a smartphone, compatible with all endoscopes with standard eyepieces and smartphone covers

20 2881 I5  iPhone 5s Holder for SMART SCOPE, for holding a customer-owned iPhone 5s and fixation to the SMART SCOPE

20 2882 I6  iPhone 6/6s Holder for SMART SCOPE, for holding a customer-owned iPhone 6/6s and fixation to the SMART SCOPE

20 2891 S4  Galaxy S4 Holder for SMART SCOPE, for holding a customer-owned Galaxy S4 and fixation to the SMART SCOPE
Galaxy S5 Holder for SMART SCOPE, for holding a customer-owned Galaxy S5 and fixation to the SMART SCOPE

Galaxy S6 Holder for SMART SCOPE, for holding a customer-owned Galaxy S6 and fixation to the SMART SCOPE

Galaxy S7 Holder for SMART SCOPE, for holding a customer-owned Galaxy S7 and fixation to the SMART SCOPE
SMART SCOPE Sets with Holders

SMART SCOPE with iPhone 5s Holder, for coupling a smartphone camera to an endoscope, for straightforward documentation of endoscopic images or videos on a smartphone, compatible with all endoscopes with standard eyepieces. The set comprises:
SMART SCOPE
iPhone 5s Holder

SMART SCOPE with iPhone 6 Holder, for coupling a smartphone camera to an endoscope, for straightforward documentation of endoscopic images or videos on a smartphone, compatible with all endoscopes with standard eyepieces. The set comprises:
SMART SCOPE
iPhone 6 Holder

SMART SCOPE with Galaxy S4 Holder, for coupling a smartphone camera to an endoscope, for straightforward documentation of endoscopic images or videos on a smartphone, compatible with all endoscopes with standard eyepieces. The set comprises:
SMART SCOPE
Galaxy S4 Holder
SMART SCOPE with Galaxy S5 Holder, for coupling a smartphone camera to an endoscope, for straightforward documentation of endoscopic images or videos on a smartphone, compatible with all endoscopes with standard eyepieces. The set comprises:
SMART SCOPE
Galaxy S5 Holder

SMART SCOPE with Galaxy S6 Holder, for coupling a smartphone camera to an endoscope, for straightforward documentation of endoscopic images or videos on a smartphone, compatible with all endoscopes with standard eyepieces. The set comprises:
SMART SCOPE
Galaxy S6 Holder

SMART SCOPE with Galaxy S7 Holder, for coupling a smartphone camera to an endoscope, for straightforward documentation of endoscopic images or videos on a smartphone, compatible with all endoscopes with standard eyepieces. The set comprises:
SMART SCOPE
Galaxy S7 Holder